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Brief Description:  Authorizing the department of archaeology and historic preservation to 

impose a fee for access to certain online report systems.

Sponsors:  Representative Van De Wege.

Brief Summary of Bill

� Creates the geographic information system account in the treasury.

� Creates a fee of $2,500 for use of the restricted access online report system that 
provides archaeological, historical, cemetery, cultural, and human remains 
information. 

Hearing Date:  2/4/10

Staff:  Steve Smith (786-7178).

Background: 

The Department of Archaeology and Historic Preservation provides historic records to the 
general public, as well as archaeological, historical, cemetery, cultural, and human remains 
information to environmental and engineering consulting groups, state agencies, universities and 
tribes.  This information is important for construction purposes, for academic purposes, and for 
Washington and regional tribes.  Until recently, this information was accessed mostly in paper 
form.

For about two years, the Department has been providing this information electronically through 
their Geographic Information System (GIS) web site.  This web site, called the Washington 
Information System for Architectural and Archaeological Records Data (WISAARD), has a free, 
public side that does not require a password, and it also has a restricted-access portal for clients
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that require information that is more sensitive in nature.  Currently, this restricted-access portal
requires an account, but it is still free.  

Summary of Bill: 

Access to the WISAARD restricted-access portal requires paying a fee of $2,500 annually, 
which is deposited into the geographic information system account.  This new revenue source 
would help to cover the costs of maintenance and operations of the WISAARD web site.

Appropriation:  None.

Fiscal Note:  Available.

Effective Date:  The bill takes effect 90 days after adjournment of the session in which the bill is 
passed.
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